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What is FrameNet?

● FrameNet: computational linguistics resource based on the frame semantics theory 

(Baker, Fillmore, Lowe, 1998)
○ collection of semantic frames

○ documents annotated with these frames

● semantic frame: abstract representation of a word sense, describing a type of entity, 

relation, or event and identifies the associated roles implied by the frame



Frame Disambiguation

We try to avoid shops aimed at tourists.

● purpose (*)

● aiming

The frame picked by the expert is marked with (*).

= task of selecting the best frame for a word phrase



Frame Disambiguation

= task of selecting the best frame for a word phrase

Illegal skimming of profits is rampant.

● removing (*)

● theft

● commiting crime

● cause change

The frame picked by the expert is marked with (*).



CrowdTruth

● Annotator disagreement is signal, not noise

● It is indicative of the variation in human semantic interpretation

● It can indicate ambiguity, vagueness, similarity, over-generality,                                  
as well as quality



Experimental setup

● 433 sentence-word pairs from FrameNet corpus
○ words have expert annotation

○ POS: verb, noun

● for each word, find candidate frames:

○ match word to synonym sets in WordNet corpus (Miller, 1995)

○ match synonym set to FrameNet frame using Framester corpus (Gangemi et al., 2016)

● goals:

○ crowdsource frame disambiguation

○ capture & interpret disagreement to model ambiguity



Crowdsourcing task



CrowdTruth metrics

● Frame-Sentence Score (FSS):
○ the degree with which a frame matches the sense of the word in the sentence

○ = ratio of workers that picked the frame / all the workers that read the sentence, 

weighted by the worker quality (WQS)

● Sentence Quality Score (SQS):
○ overall worker agreement over one sentence

○ = average cosine similarity over all worker vectors for one sentence,            weighted 

by the worker quality (WQS) & frame quality (FQS)

● Frame Quality Score (FQS):
○ agreement over a frame in all sentences that it appears

○ = P(X annotates f in s | Y annotates f in s), ∀ X, Y - workers, s - sentence,      

weighted by the worker quality (WQS) & sentence quality (SQS)



Comparing crowd to FrameNet experts

Crowd performance is comparable to the experts.



When crowd & expert disagree

The frame picked by the expert is marked with (*).



The frame picked by the expert is marked with (*).

Crowd misunderstood the frame definition.

When crowd & expert disagree



The frame picked by the expert is marked with (*).

Information in the sentence is incomplete.

When crowd & expert disagree



The frame picked by the expert is marked with (*).

Crowd is correct.

When crowd & expert disagree



FSS as a measure of how clear the frame is expressed in the sentence



FSS as a measure of how clear the frame is expressed in the sentence

Degrees of clarity for the frame removing.



FSS as a measure of how clear the frame is expressed in the sentence

Degrees of clarity for the frame means.



Evaluating SQS and FQS

High SQS or FQS is correlated with high F1 score.



SQS as a measure of how ambiguous the sentence is

Sentences featuring word phrase construction.



SQS as a measure of how ambiguous the sentence is



SQS as a measure of how ambiguous the sentence is

Sentences featuring word phrase construction.



SQS as a measure of how ambiguous the sentence is

Sentences featuring word phrase becoming.



SQS as a measure of how ambiguous the sentence is

Sentences featuring word phrase effort.



FQS as a measure of how ambiguous the frame is



Concrete frames have high FQS

FQS as a measure of how ambiguous the frame is



Abstract frames have low FQS.

FQS as a measure of how ambiguous the frame is



Overlap in frame definitions causes low FQS.

FQS as a measure of how ambiguous the frame is



Conclusion

● results:
○ 433 sentences from FrameNet annotated with CrowdTruth

○ crowd performance comparable to experts

○ disagreement is a good indicator of ambiguity in sentences, frames

● future work:
○ extended annotations to large corpus

○ publish resource paper


